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DECLARATION ON FOOD SAFETY POL|CY

Mondi Bags Hungária Kft. deems the followings its fundamental aims:
- the food packlng materials manufactured and distributed by it have to meet the statutory

req uirements á nd the customers' expectatio ns com pletely;
- service of the interests of the interested parties, their continuous coordination, efficiency of the

operation;
- consistent undertaking of responsibility for food safety in the production activities and during the

whole life of the products.

We believe that quality and food safety aspects of high-priority in our thinking and practice increase trust
towards our company and, at the same time, this is a fundamental pledge of our effectiveness as well.

ln favour of the above:
we operate food safety management system meeting the requirements of the Msz EN lso 22000
standard;
as far as possible, we modernize and improve our infrastructure so that our plant buildings, devices
and producing equipments could mean guarantee for the safety and quality standard of our
prod ucts,

we ensure continuous training to our employees so that they could work indentifying with our food
safety expectations,
we require the collaboration of our suppliers in the current availability of raw materials that meet
the food safety requirements;
in favour of the safety of the users of our products we regularly evaluate the food safety risks of our
processes and we decrease them with planned measures;
we certifll compliance with the parameters undertaken in the product data specificatíons and in the
Declarations of conformity with regular accredited examinations.

Proceeding from this policy, we draw up our food safety oims during the annual business planning
concretely and we make them available to every concerned employee and partner. Achievement of the food
safety aims and the continuous improvement of the food safety system is the elementary economic interest
of the Ltd, thus the implementation of these aims is a primary task of every employee in the organization,

lt is our belief that the consistent application of these principles is of crucial importance for the maintenance
and strengthening of the effective management, our market position as well as for the development and
long-term existence of our company.

This policy supports the sustainable development policy of the Mondi Groups.
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